
PIG® Drywall Ceiling Leak Diverter
Tarp

TLS830 16" W x 16" L x 3" H,Leak Diverter Tarp;
Support Rods,Install With Support Rods

Stop stains and damage from spreading across
your drywall ceiling by quickly capturing drips with
this leak diverter designed specially for drywall
ceilings.

Save money by preventing the spread of stains
and damage using this leak diverter that's
specially made to capture and divert drips from
drywall ceilings before they become a bigger,
more expensive problem.

-

Count on this reusable drywall leak diverter
throughout the rainy/hurricane season, or year-
round in leak-prone buildings, because the
heavy-duty vinyl-coated tarp resists punctures,
UV and mildew, and lasts for multiple
deployments.

-

Maintain a professional look since this diverter
attaches above the drywall, replacing the water-
stained area on the ceiling, to leave only partial
visibility of the full diverter.

-

Trust the tested design to keep leaks flowing
away from your ceiling thanks to the clog-
blocking debris cage and the diverter's proven
3.33 gallon/minute flow rate when used with a
.75-inch hose; connector for .75-inch hose
included.

-

Confidently leave in any drywall ceiling, where a
traditional leak diverter won't attach, until you're
able to repair the leak to stop further ceiling
water damage.

-

NOTE: Collection container and hose are sold
separately; average drywall supports up to 5lbs.
of debris on cage.

-

Specifications

Dimensions 16" W x 16" L x 3" H

Application Ceilings

Brand PIG

Contains Leak Diverter Tarp; Support Rods

Drainage Hose Sold Separately

Flow Rate 3.33 gal./Minute

Color White

Hose Connector .75"



Installation Method Support Rods

Shape Rectangle

Sold as 1 each

Weight 1.5 lbs.

Composition
Tarp: 13oz Reinforced PVC

Support Rods: Fiberglass Rods

Includes

1 - 16" x 16" L Leak Diverter Tarp

2 - 24" Support Rods

1 - Hose Connector Replacement Set (TLS645)

UNSPSC 24141506

Pigalog® Page Number Page 286

Metric Equivalent

Weight .7 kg

Dimensions 41cm W x 41cm L x 7.6cm H

Technical Information

Technical Documents

Instructions for PIG Drywall Ceiling Leak Diverter Tarp

White paper – Slip & Fall Prevention Secrets

http://www.pigalog.com/?PageLabel=286
https://newpig.scene7.com/is/content/NewPig/pdfs/INST_TLS830_DRYWALLCEILINGLEAKDIVERTERTARP_503010.pdf
https://newpig.scene7.com/is/content/NewPig/pdfs/STF_WHITEPAPER_US.pdf

